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This article is devoted to the development of cost-effective and suitable for large-scale production
method for obtaining thin films of tin sulfide SnS for photovoltaic applications. Thin films of SnS with the
orthorhombic structure (Herzenbergite) were synthesized by sulfurization in sulfur vapor of tin films elec-
trodeposited from a standard tinning solution. Synthesized polycrystalline SnS material was an electronic
semiconductor with band gap and optical absorption coefficient optimum for utilization in solar cell.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tin sulfide (SnS) is recognized by leading research
groups worldwide to be a promising material of optoe-
lectronics. Thin films of this semiconductor can be used
[1-14] as the base layers of solar cells (SC) on the basis
of compliance of its physical-chemical characteristics with
requirements of photovoltaics up to the theoretical back-
ground of SC with the efficiency of 25 % based on SnS
[8], on the one hand, and due to the cheapness and ac-
cessibility of tin and sulfur, on the other hand. SC on
the basis of SnS should replace the thin-film analogues
containing toxic, rare and valuable elements – SC with
the base layers of cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper,
indium and gallium diselenide (CuInxGa1 – xSe2).

So far, both vacuum [3-5, 13] and vapor-phase techni-
ques [7-8] implemented by sophisticated equipment and
simple and available liquid-phase chemical methods inc-
luding electrochemical deposition [1, 2, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14]
are used for the formation of single-phase SnS layers.
At that, the majority of researchers report about the
synthesis of SnS films with the orthorhombic structure
(Herzenbergite, b-SnS) [3, 5, 6, 9, 11]. Nevertheless, the
authors of [14] by the liquid-phase chemical deposition
method have obtained SnS films with the cubic structu-
re of zinc blende; and the group of scientists [4, 13] has
produced by the hot wall vacuum method tin sulfide
layers with the α-SnS orthorhombic structure. The data
about the optical band gap of thin SnS films depending
on the production method in accordance with different
data [1-14] varies very widely – from 1.0 eV to 1.86 eV.
They most often mention the optimum (for the use of
this material as the SC base layer) optical band gap for
direct transitions Eg = 1.3 eV and Eg = 1.1 eV – for indi-
rect ones. The data on the conductivity type (both n-SnS
and p-SnS are obtained) and electrical properties of se-
miconductor SnS films produced by different methods
also differs greatly. Thus, in spite of the actuality of the
use of thin film SnS material, it cannot be considered
sufficiently studied. On the other hand, since the maxi-
mum efficiency of SC based on tin sulfide achieved for

today is equal to only 2.04 % [7], one cannot talk about
the existence of SnS film technology optimized for pho-
tovoltaics.

The electrochemical cathode deposition method com-
bines simplicity, accessibility and fitness for large-scale
production with well-controlled film manufacturing pro-
cess. At the same time, presented in the literature nu-
merous recipes of electrolytes for direct electrodeposi-
tion of tin sulfide SnS, for example, [1, 2, 9, 11, 12], re-
commend very dilute solutions with the typical concen-
trations of bivalent tin salt of 30 mM and sodium thio-
sulfate (Na2S2O3) of 100 mM, whose composition should
be strictly controlled and corrected because of the fast
exhaustion during the film deposition process. The rea-
son of the use of dilute solutions for direct SnS electro-
deposition consists in the sodium thiosulfate which, as
known [15-17], is decomposed in acidic medium with the
release into electrolyte volume of free sulfur the more
intensive, the higher its concentration is. Acidation of
electrolytes is the necessary condition (pH < 7 for all
recipes of SnS electrodeposition) to prevent hydrolysis
of bivalent tin salts and formation of precipitates in the
volume. We note that according to our experience, even
dilute electrolytes for single-stage electrodeposition of
tin sulfide are inclined to self-decomposition, since, as
mentioned above, conditions providing Na2S2O3 stabil-
ity and those conditions which prevent hydrolysis of bi-
valent tin salt in solutions are mutually exclusive.

The two-stage manufacturing process of SnS layers
which we have proposed consists in the electrochemical
deposition of precursors in the form of tin films and
further sulfurization of precursors by means of their
treatment in sulfur vapor at increased temperatures.
The similar approach consisting in electrodeposition or
magnetron sputtering of metal layers and their further
sulfurization in sulfur vapor was applied in [18, 19] for
the production of photosensitive Cu2ZnSnS4 kesterite
films used by the authors of [18, 19] as the base layers
of thin film kesterite SC. Simplicity and many years’
experience of use of the well-tested, including for mass
production, technology of galvanic coatings are the ad-
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vantages of the two-stage method with metal precursor
electrodeposition. For example, a number of stable con-
centrated electrolytes [20, 21] is developed and success-
fully operated for electrochemical deposition of qualita-
tive tin layers. The given work is devoted to the study
of the structure, optical and electrical properties of tin
sulfide films obtained by sulfurization of precursors in
the form of Sn layers electrochemically deposited from a
standard pyrophosphate tinning electrolyte. It is shown
the possibility of simultaneous sulfurization in reactor
of several plates-precursors without the use of sealed
ampoules that opens the perspective of large-scale pro-
duction of semiconductor tin sulfide films for the base
layers of cheap and available SC.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Stabilized DC power supply TEC 5060-1 and two-
electrode electrochemical cell with stainless steel anode
were used for electrodeposition of tin films. Glass sub-
strates coated with SnO2:F (FTO plates by TEC 7, Pilk-
ington Inc., USA) of the size of 2 ´ 3 cm were served as
cathodes (working electrodes). The electrochemical tin-
ning process was performed at room temperature in the
standard pyrophosphate electrolyte [20-21] containing
80 g/l of SnCl2, 180 g/l of Na4P2O7 and 50 g/l of NH4Cl.
The tin precursors’ electrodeposition modes are shown
in Table 1. Electrodeposited tin films of the thickness of
0.45-1.74 mm (Table 1) were light-colored and reliably
bonded with the base.

The precursors sulfurization process was carried out
by the vacuum universal post VUP-4M at the residual
gas pressure not more than 2.10–2 Pa. Powder S (State
standard specification 1274-93) was used as the sulfur
source. The working volume of the reactor placed into
the vacuum chamber for sulfurization (Fig. 1) was made
of quartz and supplied by the external resistance heater,
cell for sulfur, three substrate holders, thermocouples
for the sulfur and precursors’ temperature control, and
valve preventing leakage of sulfur and other possible
volatile components formed during sulfurization. The
weight ratios of sulfur in the reactor volume (charged
into the cell) and tin in the precursors films were equal
from 34 : 1 to 203 : 1 (Table 1). FTO substrates with tin
layers were placed either backside to the cell with sulfur
(Fig. 1a) or perpendicular to it (Fig. 1b) to prevent unde-
sirable deposition of excess of sulfur or volatile impuri-
ties on the surface of precursors during their sulfuriza-
tion. In order to reveal uniformity of the sulfurization
mode in the case of three substrates simultaneously
loaded into the reactor, precursor was electrodeposited
on the large FTO substrate (6 ´ 3 cm), which then was
cut into three parts and sulfurized. The samples of the
series SnS 8.2: SnS 8.2.1, SnS 8.2.2 and SnS 8.2.3 were
obtained in such a way. Using the resistance heater the
substrate temperature was increased up to 330 °C, and
heating of the cell with sulfur to the temperature of
100-110 °C occurred due to the heat transfer according
to the temperature-time dependence presented in Fig. 2.
The temperature of sulfur in the cell of 100 °C correspon-
ded to the beginning of its evaporation, after that the
precursor sulfurization process lasted 0.5 hour (Fig. 2).
To protect the sulfurized films from oxidation, the dec-
rease in their temperature to the room one was carried

out as spontaneous cooling of the whole vacuum system.
As a result of the interaction of tin and sulfur, the films
thicknesses d increased after sulfurization and for dif-
ferent SnS layers they were equal from 0.82 to 3.18 mm
(Table 1). Tin sulfide layers were dense, uniform over the
surface and well bonded with the FTO substrates.

a b

Fig. 1 – Reactors for sulfurization of tin precursors with hori-
zontal (a) and vertical (b) arrangement of substrates: 1 – valve
additionally fixed by a spring; 2 – chromel-alumel thermocouple
for substrate temperature control; 3 – substrates; 4 – glass plate
for substrate fixation; 5 – resistance heater; 6 – nickel-plated
copper holder; 7 – quartz tube; 8 – chromel-alumel thermoco-
uple for the temperature control of the cell with sulfur; 9 – cell
with sulfur

Fig. 2 – Temperature-time dependences for the cell with sulfur
and tin precursors during their sulfurization

Investigation of the optical properties of sulfurized
precursors was carried out using the spectrophotometer
SF-2000 equipped with the add-on of specular and dif-
fuse reflection SFO-2000. The FTO substrates were
used as the test samples during the registration of the
optical transmission spectra T(l) in the wavelength l
range  from  350  nm  to  1100  nm.  Measurements  of  the
reflection spectra were performed at normal light inci-
dence. The specular and diffusion reflection spectra were
summarized, and the general reflection spectra R(l) were
obtained. Absorption coefficient α for each wavelength
l was calculated according to [14] by the following for-
mula: T(l) = (1 - R(l))2e- αd.

τ, min
Substrate Cell with sulfur
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Table 1 – Modes of electrochemical deposition of tin films and their sulfurization for obtaining SnS layers

Sample

Tin film electrodeposition mode Sulfurization mode of tin films for obtaining SnS layers

Current
density,
mA/cm2

Deposition
time, s

Sn film
thickness,

mm
Temperature,

°C
Substrates
disposition

Time,
hour

Mass ratio of sul-
fur in the cell and

tin in the film,
m(S)/m(Sn)

SnS film
thickness

d, mm

SnS 8.1 8.7 225 1.32

330

horizontal

0.5

34 2.41
SnS 8.2.1
SnS 8.2.2
SnS 8.2.3

8.9 75 0.45 167 0.82

SnS 8.3 9.8 180 1.19
vertical

103 2.17
SnS 8.4 11.5 225 1.74 107 3.18
SnS 8.5 12.0 120 0.97 203 1.77

The optical band gap Еg of SnS films was determi-
ned graphically as it is described in [2, 12] based on the
relations for direct and indirect transitions:

(ahn)n = A(hn - Eg), (1)

where A is the constant depending on the charge carrier
effective mass in the material; hν is the light quantum
energy, eV; n = 2 for direct allowed optical transitions;
n = ½ for indirect allowed optical transitions.

In order to analyze the structural and substructural
parameters of precursors and sulfurized layers, the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectra were registered by the diffrac-
tometer DRON-4M in CoКα (lCoKα = 1.7889 Å) radiation.
Scanning was carried out using the Bragg-Brentano fo-
cusing (θ-2θ). Processing of the obtained XRD patterns
(background separation, splitting of Kα1 – Kα2 doublet,
etc.) as well as the calculation of the parameters of the
diffraction line profile were carried out using the prog-
rams “New_Profile v.3.4 (486)” and “OriginPro v.7.5”.
The presence of crystalline phases was revealed by the
comparison of the data of the experimental XRD pat-
terns with the master data base JCPDS using the pro-
gram “PCPDFWIN v.1.30”. Estimation of the coherent-
scattering regions (CSR) and values of the microstress-
es ε in the layers was performed by the analysis of the
XRD peak broadening taking into account the presence
of the instrumental broadening by the Williamson-Hall
approximation method according to [22-23]. Parameters
of the crystal lattice were calculated by the position of
two  last  indexed  lines  of  the  XRD  patterns  using  the
Nelson-Reilly graphical extrapolation method (NRM) and
specified by the least-squares method (LSM) by the pro-
gram “UnitCell” using all registered reflections of the
XRD patterns according to [22-23]. Relative changes of
the lattice parameters (Δа/а, Δb/b and Δc/c) were calcu-
lated as the ratio of the difference between the experi-
mental and reference values of the parameters of crys-
tal lattices to their reference values.

To investigate the texture of the electrodeposited Sn
precursors and SnS layers obtained by sulfurization by
the Harris method, we have used the values of the in-
tegral intensities of the XRD peaks according to [22].
For each peak we have calculated the value of the pole
density Р(hkl) characterizing the possibility with which
the normal to the crystallite surface coincides with the
normal to the (hkl) plane, i.e. determines the number of
crystallites with the (hkl) planes parallel to the sample
surface. The pole densities were determined for all regis-

tered XRD peaks; the values of Р(hkl) >> 1 were ascri-
bed to the texture axis.

The investigation of the surface morphology of tin
precursors and tin sulfide layers obtained by sulfuriza-
tion were performed using the metallurgical microscope
Sigeta MM-700 which represents an inverted type of the
optical microscope.

To determine the electrical properties of the manu-
factured tin sulfide layers we have produced ohmic con-
tacts, the layout of which is shown in Fig.3. Rectangu-
lar indium strips with planar sizes of 2 ´ 6 mm were
deposited by the vacuum deposition method on the SnS
and FTO surface, since, according to [24], by the sum of
characteristics exactly In is the most suitable contact
material for SC based on SnS. Measurement of the dark
dynamical current-voltage characteristics (CVC) I = I(U)
was carried out by the scheme of curve tracer [25]: con-
tact device was connected with industrial curve tracer
L2-56 for direct visualization of dynamical CVC of the
studied sample on the screen of the electron-beam tube
of this device. The general resistance Rt = U/I between
the contacts f and g obtained by the CVC data allowed
to calculate to FTO resistivity:

rFTO = RtS/l, (2)

where S is the area of the rectangular indium contact
(S = 2 ´ 6 mm); l is the distance between the f and g
contacts.

Fig. 3 – Schematic representation of the device for determina-
tion of the electrical parameters of tin sulfide layers: 1 – FTO
film; 2 – glass; 3 – f,  g,  h,  k electrodes soldered to the indium
contacts; 4 – SnS semiconductor layer

Since the value of ρFTO = 3.5.10–4 Ohm.cm calculated
based on the CVC data corresponded to the FTO rating
(TEC 7, Pilkington, USA), it was taken into account in
the calculations of the resistivity of tin sulfide layer ρSnS
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on the basis of the CVC registered between the contacts
f and h, f and k, g and h, g and k, h and k. Taking into
account that based on the results of the current-voltage
measurements the value of ρFTO is about seven orders
less than ρSnS, in the calculations of ρSnS from the CVC
registered between the contacts f and h, f and k, g and h,
g and k it was assumed that from one indium contact to
another current passes the distance l along the subst-
rate over the FTO layer and overcomes the thickness d
of the SnS layer (0.82-3.18 mm). Between the contacts h
and k current passes twice through the SnS layer of the
thickness d and overcomes the distance l over the trans-
parent electroconductive FTO layer. In all calculations
of ρSnS the value of S = 2 ´ 6 mm was used.

Conductivity type of the SnS semiconductor material
was determined by the thermoprobe method according to
the standard technique [26-27]. Molybdenum rod of the
length of 20 cm and diameter of 4 mm with the working
end in the form of a hemisphere with a polished mirror
surface of the radius of 2 mm was used as the hot pro-
be. To provide the necessary probe temperature (60 °С),
the resistive electrical heater, mounted on the part of
the rod remote from the working end, was applied. Cool
probe differed from the hot one by less length; its end
was at the distance of ≈ 1 cm far from the point of con-
tact of semiconductor and hot probe. Digital multime-
ter MASTECH MS8268 was used for the registration of
the thermoelectromotive force sign. In the determina-
tion of the conductivity type of the semiconductor film,
they proceeded from the known law [26] that a positive
space charge appears for the electron semiconductor in
the high-temperature range, since electrons diffuse from
the hot region to the cool one.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 4a we show two micrographs of different ma-
gnifications of the surface of precursor made of electro-
deposited tin layer. The XRD analysis (Fig. 5a, Table 2)
has demonstrated that tin has the tetragonal modifica-
tion (JCPDS PDF#040673) typical for the films of this
metal electrodeposited from pyrophosphate electrolyte
[28], is a fine-grained polycrystalline material with an
insignificant axial texture along the direction <100>
(P100 = 2.7), microstresses ε and relative changes in the
lattice parameters in which have the order of magnitu-
des of 10–3. Electrodeposited tin films were dense, had
good adhesion to the FTO substrates and covered them
uniformly.

Sulfurization of tin precursors in the modes presen-
ted in Table 1 provided the formation of the well bonded
with FTO dark-grey layers with smooth surface (Fig. 4b)
which, according to the XRD data (Fig. 5b and Table 3),
composed of polycrystalline tin monosulfide with the
orthorhombic b-SnS Herzenbergite structure (JCPDS
PDF#390354). Tin sulfide films were untextured and did
not contain impurity phases. Calculation of the lattice
parameters has revealed slightly increased values of the
lattice constants and, correspondingly, the volume of the
whole crystal b-SnS lattice (Table 3). Tin sulfide layer
SnS 8.1 was formed twice as large crystallites (CSR =
 110 nm) than the initial tin precursor. We should note
that sulfurization of the SnS 8.1 sample, as well as the
simultaneous sulfurization of three samples SnS 8.2.1,

a

b
Fig. 4 – Micrographs of the surface of electrodeposited Sn pre-
cursor (d = 1.3 mm) (a) and SnS 8.1 layer (d = 2.4 mm) produced
by sulfurization of this precursor (b)

a

b
Fig. 5 – The XRD patterns of electrodeposited Sn precursor
(d = 1.3 mm) (a) and SnS 8.1 layer (d = 2.4 mm) (b) obtained
therefrom by sulfurization at the horizontal substrate location

SnS 8.2.2 and SnS 8.2.3, was carried out in the reactor
with horizontal arrangement of the substrates backside
to the cell with sulfur (Fig. 1a). In Fig. 6 we show the
XRD patterns of the simultaneously sulfurized samples
SnS 8.2.1, SnS 8.2.2 and SnS 8.2.3. These layers were
produced of thinner tin precursors in comparison with
SnS 8.1, and, therefore, they themselves were thinner
that was manifested in the intensity and width of the
b-SnS diffraction peaks. Grains in tin sulfide layers of
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Table 2 – Typical structural characteristics of electrodeposited tin film compared with Sn standard of the tetragonal modification
(JСPDS PDF#040673)

Sample Calculation
method

Lattice parameters CSR,
nm

Relative changes of the
lattice parameters, 10–3 ε, 10–3

a, Å c, Å Lattice volume, Å3 ∆a/а ∆c/c
Sn standard

JСPDS
PDF#040673

– 5.831 3.182 108.19 – – – –

Precursor
SnS 8.1

LDM 5.82 3.16 106.99 55 2.5 6.2 1.4LSM 5.83 3.19 108.60 0.7 2.3

Table 3 – Structural characteristics of tin sulfide layers compared with SnS standard of the orthorhombic modification (JСPDS
PDF#390354)

Fig. 6 –  The  XRD  patterns  of  tin  sulfide  layers  (d = 0.82 mm)
obtained from electrodeposited Sn precursor (d = 0.45 mm) by
simultaneous sulfurization at the horizontal arrangement of
substrates

the series SnS 8.2 were smaller compared with SnS 8.1
(their CSR were equal to 20-54 nm), but microstresses ε
and relative changes of the lattice parameters had the
same order of magnitudes (see Table 3). None impurity
phases in the SnS 8.2.1, SnS 8.2.2 and SnS 8.2.3 films
were revealed. As Fig. 6 and Table 3 indicate, the stru-

ctural parameters of tin sulfide layers manufactured of
the same precursor and simultaneously sulfurized dif-
fered little from each other.

In the case, when sulfurization was performed at the
horizontal arrangement of substrates (Fig. 1b) so that
sulfur vapor rising from the cell passed along the pre-
cursors surface (SnS 8.3, SnS 8.4 and SnS 8.5 samples),
we could not avoid the appearance in polycrystalline
layers with the b-SnS structure of some amount of tin
disulfide SnS2 impurity of the hexagonal modification
(JCPDS PDF#401467) [29-30] (Fig. 7). CSR of the b-SnS
in the samples with vertical orientation of substrates
were less in the sulfurization process. It is especially
well seen if compare tin sulfide samples with compara-
ble thicknesses, taking into account natural enlargement
of crystallites with the increase in the precursor film
thickness and, correspondingly, tin sulfide (Table 3). For
a relatively thinner of sulfurized with vertical arrange-
ment of substrates SnS 8.5 sample the halo, which indi-
cates the presence of the X-ray amorphous phase in it, is
registered on the XRD pattern (Fig. 7). A small amount
of peaks on the XRD pattern of this film did not allow
to perform calculations of the structural parameters by
the least distance method (LDM). However, from the
point of view of the texture, microstresses and distor-
tions of the b-SnS crystal lattice, the tin sulfide layers
manufactured at vertical arrangement of substrates in
the sulfurization process differed little from those which
were sulfurized in the reactor with horizontal arrange-
ment of substrates.

Sample Calculation
method

Lattice parameters CSR,
nm

Relative changes of the
lattice parameters, 10–3 ε, 10–3

a, Å b, Å c, Å Lattice volume, Å3 ∆a/а ∆b/b ∆c/c
SnS standard
(b-SnS JСPDS
PDF#390354)

4.329 11.19 3.983 192.943 – – – – –

SnS 8.1 LDM 4.31 11.26 3.995 193.9 110 4.4 6.3 3.0 1.3-2.0LSM 4.31 11.23 3.995 193.5 3.7 3.3 3.0

SnS 8.2.1 LDM 4.34 11.30 3.92 192.23 34-54 2.5 10.1 16.2 1.0-1.5LSM 4.32 11.26 3.97 193.61 1.0 6.2 2.3

SnS 8.2.2 LDM 4.29 11.24 3.99 192.51 21-51 8.4 4.2 2.1 0.5-1.0LSM 4.32 11.21 4.00 193.59 3.0 1.9 4.5

SnS 8.2.3 LDM 4.31 11.27 3.99 193.87 20-41 4.4 7.1 2.1 0.5-1.2LSM 4.31 11.22 4.00 193.18 5.5 2.2 4.6

SnS 8.4 LDM 4.32 11.10 3.98 193.64 30-50 2.6 8 0.8 0.8LSM 4.31 11.24 3.99 193.64 4.2 4.8 3.0

SnS 8.5 LDM – – – – 20 – – – 0.8
LSM 4.3 11.25 4.00 193.83 6.3 5.5 5.3 –
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Fig. 7 – XRD patterns of tin sulfide layers obtained from elect-
rodeposited Sn precursor by sulfurization at vertical arrange-
ment of substrates

The optical transmission and reflection (the inset)
spectra illustrated in Fig. 8 have shown that all manu-
factured tin sulfide layers are almost opaque and reflect
little visible light, and both transmission T and reflec-
tion R decrease with increasing SnS films thicknesses.
Based on the Т(l) and R(l) data, calculation of the opti-
cal absorption coefficients of SnS films α(l) gave the ave-
rage values of α = (3-3.5).104 cm–1 in the visible and near
infrared range (Fig. 9) that implies good light absorp-
tion by the manufactured tin sulfide layers – the im-
portant parameter for their application in thin-film SC.
Use of the formula (1) for the determination of the type
of optical interband transitions and band gap allowed to
reveal (Fig. 10) that the given semiconductor material
is the direct band one with the band gap which is equal
to Еg ≈ 1.1-1.2 eV that is favorable for its application as
the absorbing layer of thin-film SC.

Investigation of the manufactured SnS layers by the
thermal probe method has shown that all of them are
electron semiconductors, i.e. they have n-type conducti-
vity. The rectilinear behavior of the dependences on the

Fig. 8 – Optical transmission and reflection (the inset) spectra
of tin sulfide layers: SnS 8.2.1 (d = 0.8 mm) SnS  8.5 (d = 1.8 mm)

Fig. 9 – Dependence of the optical absorption coefficients α of
tin sulfide layers SnS 8.2.1 and SnS 8.5 on the light quantum
energy hν

Fig. 10 – Determination of the band gap of tin sulfide layers
SnS 8.2.1 and SnS 8.5 by the dependences (α(hν))2 on hν

dark CVC in the range of the current strength values of
± 100  mA  (Fig.  11)  has  confirmed  the  formation  of  the
ohmic contacts between indium and tin sulfide films, as
well  as between In and FTO. Calculation based on the
dark CVC of the resistivity of SnS layers gave the val-
ue of ρSnS ≈ 5-9 kOhm.cm acceptable for the use of these
films as the absorbers of thin-film SC.

4. DISCUSSION

Due to the presence of two stable degrees of tin oxi-
dation, Sn2+ and Sn4+, formation of Sn2S3, Sn3S4 as well
as tin disulfide SnS2, which is observed by the authors of
[30, 31], is quite possible in sulfurization of this metal.
However, just SnS semiconductor is the most acceptable
by the sum of the physical and chemical characteristics
for the use as the base SC layers, since, for example, SnS2
has wider band gap, and, therefore, cannot absorb the
whole solar spectrum. Moreover, single-phase SnS film
possesses the advantages from the point of view of long-
term stable exploitation as part of SC. As it was found,
at sulfurization of tin layers in the reactor with vertical
arrangement of substrates-precursors the interaction of
tin with an excess amount of sulfur vapor, wherefore tin
sulfide films are found to be two-phase composed of SnS
and SnS2, is observed. However, sulfurization of tin pre-
cursors in the reactor with horizontal arrangement of
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Fig. 11 – CVC of the SnS layers on the FTO substrates and CVC of the FTO substrate (the inset). Designations of the contacts
correspond to Fig. 3

substrates backside to the sulfur vapor flow eliminates
this disadvantage and provides the formation of single-
phase b-SnS layers with more perfect crystal structure.
Thus, sulfurization mode of electrodeposited tin precur-
sors with horizontal arrangement of substrates backside
to the cell with sulfur is optimum, since it provides the
production of single-phase b-SnS layers. Moreover, sulfu-
rization of several precursors simultaneously is possible
for such reactor design.

Since the optical absorption coefficient a of tin sulfide
layers obtained by sulfurization of electrodeposited tin
precursors is more than 104 cm–1, SnS film thicknesses
less than 1 mm are enough for the total light absorption.
Nevertheless, the XRD analysis has shown that tin sul-
fide layers of submicron thicknesses manufactured by our
technique consist of very small crystallites, and there-
fore the acceptable thickness of sulfurized film d should
be not less than 2.5 mm, and so the thickness of electro-
deposited tin precursor should be more than 1.5 mm.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed cost-efficient and applicable for
large-scale production technique for obtaining polycrys-
talline layers of tin monosulfide with the orthorhombic
structure (Herzenbergite, b-SnS) by sulfurization in sul-
fur vapor in the reactor suitable for the reuse of metal
films electrodeposited from a standard tinning electro-
lyte. The possibility of simultaneous production of seve-
ral plates with monophase SnS layers of the same stru-
cture and properties has been demonstrated. Polycrystal-
line SnS material we have synthesized is the electron
semiconductor with the resistivity of ρSnS ≈ 5-9 kOhm cm.
The obtained SnS films are characterized by the direct
optical transitions, band gap of Еg ≈ 1.1-1.2 eV and op-
tical absorption coefficient of α = (3-3.5).104 cm–1 in the
visible and near infrared range, and, consequently, by the
sum of the physical and chemical characteristics they are
promising for the use as the base layers of thin-film SC.
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